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Apollo Trimlink &
Apollo Corrugated
Insulated Roof
Sheeting &
Wall Panel
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Very light – fast and easy to fit

Excellent noise absorption

Range of thicknesses to suit your required span

Supreme
comfort,
strength
& style,
all under
the one roof

Self-mating interlocking joints

SUPREME
COMFORT
INSULATION

STYLISH
FINISH

Skillion

Gable

With a Skillion Patio you can have roof spans of up to 4.7 metres with wind
ratings up to Cyclonic (N5 & C3).

Ideal for verandahs, feature patio areas and outdoor entertaining areas
an Apollo Gable outdoor home addition provides more light, more breeze
and more height and that means more enjoyment for you.

Create a stunning feature at your place with an Apollo Gable outdoor
home addition.

A Skillion Patio from Apollo allows you to create an architecturally inspired
outdoor home addition that can be finished in a choice of styles and
designs to fit perfectly within the existing design features of your home.

Turn your unused outdoor space into an entertainers’ delight with a Skillion
Patio outdoor home addition.

Build Over Roof

Apollo uses a unique king post system that does away with unsightly
beams making cleaner lines for custom designing.

Apollo’s unique beam sizes provide greater span options using fewer
posts. This creates more open spaces for patios and carport structures.

Free Standing

A Build Over Roof from Apollo Patios provides more livable outdoor space
with additional height, more light and greater airflow and that means more
comfort for you.

Just imagine creating your own private getaway in your own backyard
with a freestanding outdoor home addition.

Create a functional outdoor area with a touch of style and individuality
by adding an architecturally inspired masterpiece to your home.
You’ll be amazed at the difference adding a Build Over Roof to
your home will make to you and your families’ lifestyle.

Ideal for entertaining around a pool, creating another outdoor living
space or a private sanctuary to escape and relax.

You can choose from a gable design to capture more light, more breeze
and more height or go for the skillion option to add a little architectural
flair to your freestanding outdoor addition.

ROOF COLOUR

COLOUR
CHOICES

CEILING COLOUR

OFF WHITE
(Surfmist*)

SMOOTH CREAM
(Classic Cream*)

MERINO
(Paperbark*)

MIST GREEN
(Pale Eucalypt*)

SLATE GREY
(Woodland Grey*)

BIRCH
(Dune*)

TERRITORY
(Terrain*)

OFF WHITE
(Surfmist*)

GULL GREY
(Shale Grey*)

HEADLAND
(Tuscan Red*)

JASMIN BROWN
(Jasper*)

MOUNTAIN BLUE
(Deep Ocean*)

IRON GREY
(Ironstone*)

ALUZINC
(Zincalume*)

MONOLITH
(Monument*)

SMOOTH CREAM
(Classic Cream*)

*Similar colour names are trademarks of Colorbond Steel and used only for comparison. Colour swatches are provided as an indication
of colour only and may not be the actual representation of colour. We recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual sample
of the product before purchasing.

1800 007 321

Patios // Premium Carports // Decks
Screen & Glass Enclosures

apollopatios.com.au

QLD • NSW • ACT
VIC • TAS • NT
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